Product Brief

BlazeMeter® Scriptless Testing
Codeless Automated Test Creation
Made Simple for Teams
Overview

Key Benefits
• Simplified testing: Prepare
your tests faster with readily
comprehensible testing logic.
• Save time and maintenance costs:
Our modular approach allows for
easy reuse and maintenance of test
functions and objects.
• Create better quality tests: Move
away from tedious manual efforts
and towards automated practices.

Key Features
• Drag and drop capability:
Our keyword and data-driven
frameworks allow you to author
automated tests without requiring
coding skills.
• Chrome recorder: Record, playback,
edit, and debug manual tests—all
inside the recorder.
• Centralized object repository: Store
your objects captured from GUI
recordings, and maintain context
and traceability of the objects and
their respective tests.

BlazeMeter® Scriptless Testing simplifies and reduces the barrier to entry
for robust test automation. It offers an ultra-accessible interface to define
your tests without having to write any code. Technical and non-technical
users alike can now quickly create, maintain, and automate tests with more
efficiency than traditional methods.

Business Challenges
Traditional testing can be cumbersome, fragile, and complex. It relies
heavily on the domain and technical expertise of testing power users, and
the structures can break when changes are made. It is time to make testing
and more importantly, automated testing, more accessible so companies
can achieve testing excellence and high-quality deliverables.

Solution Overview
BlazeMeter Scriptless Testing enables teams to rise above the complexities
that come with traditional testing, and makes it simple to automate tests
quickly and at scale.
Simplify Your Tests
Easily and intuitively create your tests with the recording feature. With the
codeless keyword frameworks, and intuitive drag and drop capability, your
teams can modify, execute, and automate tests quicker than ever.
Test Smarter
Objects and groups of steps are centrally maintained and modularized to
ease maintenance, increase test resiliency, and promote reusability.

Automated, Codeless Testing for All
Go Scriptless! BlazeMeter Scriptless Testing is empowering a new wave
of self-sufficient testers. When more users of a wider range of testing
proficiencies are empowered to contribute to testing efforts, this decreases
the reliance on the test automation center of excellence.
You deserve a smarter, more efficient and better quality automated testing
experience. Sign up for BlazeMeter and try Scriptless Testing today.
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